We derive universal scaling laws for the physical parameters of flarelike processes in a low-plasma, quantified in terms of spatial length scales l, area A, volume V, electron density n e , electron temperature T e , total emission measure M, and thermal energy E. The relations are specified as functions of two independent input parameters, the power index a of the length distribution, NðlÞ / l Àa , and the fractal Haussdorff dimension D between length scales l and flare areas, AðlÞ / l D . For values that are consistent with the data, i.e., a ¼ 2:5 AE 0:2 and D ¼ 1:5 AE 0:2, and assuming the RTV scaling law, we predict an energy distribution NðEÞ / E À with a power-law coefficient of ¼ 1:54 AE 0:11. As an observational test, we perform statistics of nanoflares in a quiet-Sun region covering a comprehensive temperature range of T e % 1 4 MK. We detected nanoflare events in extreme-ultraviolet (EUV) with the 171 and 195 Å filters from the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE), as well as in soft X-rays with the AlMg filter from the Yohkoh soft X-ray telescope (SXT), in a cospatial field of view and cotemporal time interval. The obtained frequency distributions of thermal energies of nanoflares detected in each wave band separately were found to have powerlaw slopes of % 1:86 AE 0:07 at 171 Å (T e % 0:7 1:1 MK), % 1:81 AE 0:10 at 195 Å (T e % 1:0 1:5 MK), and % 1:57 AE 0:15 in the AlMg filter (T e % 1:8 4:0 MK), consistent with earlier studies in each wavelength. We synthesize the temperature-biased frequency distributions from each wavelength and find a corrected powerlaw slope of % 1:54 AE 0:03, consistent with our theoretical prediction derived from first principles. This analysis, supported by numerical simulations, clearly demonstrates that previously determined distributions of nanoflares detected in EUV bands produced a too steep power-law distribution of energies with slopes of % 2:0 2:3 mainly because of this temperature bias. The temperature-synthesized distributions of thermal nanoflare energies are also found to be more consistent with distributions of nonthermal flare energies determined in hard X-rays ( % 1:4 1:6) and with theoretical avalanche models ( % 1:4 1:5).
INTRODUCTION
The available energy budget to heat the solar corona has been estimated and extrapolated from frequency distributions of the thermal energy content contained in various observed transient phenomena. In active regions, such transient phenomena are termed flares, microflares, and active region transient brightenings. In quiet-Sun regions, such rather small-scale phenomena were dubbed soft X-ray bright points, explosive events, network flares, microheating events, and nanoflares. Because we are mostly dealing with small events that have an energy content of e10 À9 of the largest observed flares, we call them generally nanoflares in the following. Most of these studies have been performed with single instruments in a restricted temperature range (e.g., Berghmans, Clette, & Moses 1998; Krucker & Benz 1998; Parnell & Jupp 2000; Aschwanden et al. 2000b Aschwanden et al. , 2000c , while only few studies with more comprehensive temperature coverage exist (Berghmans, McKenzie, & Clette 2001; , but do not quantify the dependence of the inferred energy distributions on the temperature. The thermal energy of a nanoflare can only be safely determined if the temperature range of the observer's passband matches the maximum temperature of the nanoflare event. Broadband filters like Yohkoh/SXT have an increasing sensitivity with temperature above Te1:5 MK and thus do not miss the highest temperatures of nanoflares. Narrowband filters in EUV, such as the Transition Region and Coronal Explorer (TRACE) and EIT on the Solar and Heliospheric Observatory (SOHO), are sensitive in the temperature range of T e % 1 2 MK but underestimate the thermal energies of hotter nanoflares, say, with temperatures of T e % 2 4 MK, or miss their detection altogether. Moreover, because the density of a nanoflare, like in flares, is positively correlated with the temperature at the peak time and during the cooling phase, both the density and temperature of hotter nanoflares seen in soft X-rays are underestimated in EUV. The resulting frequency distributions of thermal energies of nanoflares inferred from EUV passbands show therefore a steeper power-law slope than those inferred from soft X-rays. This temperature bias (Aschwanden & Charbonneau 2002) that is crucial for a correct determination of nanoflare energy distributions has not been measured in earlier studies and is investigated here in detail by a synthesized multiwavelength analysis of nanoflare statistics over a comprehensive temperature range. What do we learn from gathering statistics of physical parameters of nanoflares (or larger events such as regular flares)? The most instructive quantity is considered to be the distribution of energies. While there are a lot of discussions and debates concerning whether the power-law slope of nanoflares energies lies above or below the critical limit of ¼ 2, which decides whether the bulk of energy lies in the smallest events (if > 2) or in the largest events (Hudson 1991) , there has been no general theory developed that predicts the slope of nanoflares or flares. Numerical simulations of avalanches in a state of self-organized criticality produce power-law slopes of % 1:4 1:5 (Lu et al. 1993; McIntosh et al. 2002) , but these cellular automata simulations are exclusively based on statistical probabilities of nearest neighbor interactions, and little effort has been made to relate the resulting size distributions to physical energy quantities relevant for nanoflares. A dimensional argument was used to explain an energy distribution of power-law slopes with a value of ¼ 1:5 (Litvinenko 1998a (Litvinenko , 1998b . A more specific model for multiple reconnecting current sheets yielded a value in the range of 1:5 < < 1:75 (Litvinenko 1996) . Here we derive from first principles general scaling laws that are expected between physical parameters of flarelike processes, based on the energy balance between heating, thermal conduction, and radiative loss, which should be universally valid for high-temperature plasmas in a low-environment (with onedimensional heat transport). These scaling laws provide a general framework for power indices of correlated physical parameters and their frequency distributions. For the thermal energy we derive a power-law slope of ¼ 1:54. This theoretical framework yields also the temperature dependence of flare energies and thus allows for simulating or correcting the temperature-biased distributions observed in a single wavelength filter.
In x 2 we derive a theory of flare scaling laws and frequency distributions, for both nonfractal and fractal geometries. In x 3 we describe the data analysis of nanoflare statistics in three different wave bands from TRACE and Yohkoh. In x 4 we derive the synthesized distributions from all filters combined. In x 5 we perform Monte Carlo simulations to simulate the bias of nanoflare distributions in each wave band and derive correlations between physical parameters that emerge from this multitemperature analysis. A discussion of the results is provided in x 6, and conclusions are offered in x 7.
THEORY
Our goal is to derive a framework for the statistics of observable physical parameters in solar or stellar flarelike events, in order to understand their physical significance and to quantify the numerical values of the resulting correlation coefficients and frequency distributions. We restrict ourselves to the most basic physical parameters, which include spatial scales (length l, width w, area A, volume V ) and physical parameters (density n e , temperature T e , total emission measure M, and thermal energy E).
Spatial Scaling
Flares, microflares, and nanoflares are detected in a large range of sizes, from the most giant flares with areas that cover entire active regions on the solar surface down to the smallest nanoflares detected on the size corresponding to a CCD pixel in the telescope. Apparently, the underlying magnetic reconnection processes can occur in a large range of spatial scales in the solar corona, depending on the size of the magnetic dipoles and closed magnetic field lines that interact. Nonlinear processes in the state of self-organized criticality (such as, e.g., magnetic instabilities occurring in flares) are generally known to have a large inertial range of spatial scales that can affect an arbitrarily small or large size, regardless of the magnitude of the triggering random disturbance. Because there is no linear dependence between the energy input of the random disturbance and the energy output of a resulting catastrophe (also called avalanches), the statistical distribution of avalanche sizes is expected to follow the statistical likelihood. If the solar corona would be homogeneously filled with flares of all sizes, we would expect a statistical distribution of spatial sizes that scales as NðlÞ / l À3 , filling the entire Euclidean three-dimensional space. However, if flares are rather a surface-filling phenomenon, it would scale as NðlÞ / l À2 . Since we do not want to make a restrictive assumption about which parts of the transition region and corona are affected by flares, we keep the power-law index a of the flare size (or length) distribution as a free parameter (to which we refer shortly as the size index in this paper),
A size scale l is an observable parameter, so that the value of a can be observationally determined from completely sampled distributions of flares. We will see below that the value that is most consistent with the data is a ¼ 2:5 AE 0:2 (Table 3 ; average of EUV and SXT observations), so it indeed does not coincide with an (integer) Euclidean dimension. The projected areas of flares and nanoflares can have quite complicated shapes (see Fig. 1 for some simplified examples) but can often be characterized with two parameters corresponding to a maximum length scale l and an equivalent width w (Aschwanden et al. 2000b) . If a nanoflare consists of a single loop, the length l and width w correspond to the projected length of the loop and its diameter (Fig. 1, left panels) . In large flares, the projected area maps out an arcade of loops, which is often longer than wide, so the length l corresponds here to the length of the arcade along the neutral line and the width w is related to the width of the arcade (Fig. 1 , right panels), which is spanned by the length of individual loops. If the observed flare areas were self-similar, one could set the width proportional to the length, l / w, but we want to be more general and allow for possible geometric scalings that are observed in fractal structures, where the width w depends on the length scale l, e.g., characterized by
This power index b expresses a nonlinear scaling between length l and width w of the flare area. A minimum model has only these two free parameters, the nonlinear scaling exponent b and the size index a, which are not known a priori and thus enter all scaling laws and power-law indices. We define the flare area by the rectangular area specified by l and w,
which is always a good approximation of the flare area, regardless of the curvature and projection angle (see examples in Fig. 1 , bottom panels). In practice, the flare area A is measured by the sum of neighbored bright pixel areas in an image (at the peak time of a flare), while l is measured along the longest elongation, so that the equivalent width w follows from
where (i, j) are the pixel coordinates of all N bright flare pixels. The so-defined width w of an irregularly shaped area corresponds to an equivalent width of a compact area. The flare pixel area A ¼ lw is always smaller than the encompassing ellipse area A ell [specified by a filling factor q fill ðlÞ ¼ A=A ell in Aschwanden et al. 2000b ]. The power-law index ð1 þ bÞ of the nonlinear scaling AðlÞ / l 1þb corresponds to the Haussdorff dimension D of a fractal set in classical fractal theory, 1
We find a fractal dimension of D ¼ ð1 þ bÞ ¼ 1:5 AE 0:2 (x 4.2) for solar (nano)flare areas (for a Euclidean space with dimension n ¼ 2). The scaling range covers here length The Cartesian grids (top panels) indicate a spatial scale l that increases by a factor of 1, 2, and 4, reducing the number of flare areas by 64, 16, 4, or NðlÞ / l À2 . Flare structures, however, consist of single or multiple flux tubes (middle panels) that reveal a fractal scaling AðlÞ / L ÀD with a Haussdorff dimension of D < 2. The flare area can roughly be estimated by the rectangular area A ¼ lw (gray areas in bottom panels), regardless of the curvature of the shape. The equivalent width w ¼ A=l provides also a good estimate of the line-of-sight depth according to the geometric single or multiple flux-tube models (middle panels), so that the volume can be estimated from V ¼ lw 2 , which has a different fractal scaling than previously used models of V ¼ A 3=2 ¼ ðlwÞ 3=2 .
1 In fractal theory, D is called the Haussdorff dimension of a set, if the number A(l ) to cover the set of points in n dimensions with spheres of diameter l increases as AðlÞ / l ÀD in the limit of l ! 0 (e.g., Mandelbrot 1977; Schroeder 1991; Schuster 1988, p. 54) . However, because our finest resolution is given by one pixel area, we do not really measure the limit of vanishing length scales, l ! 0, and thus our dimension D corresponds more to a box counting dimension.
scales from 1 pixel size (l ¼ Dx ¼ 725 km) to the largest nanoflare size (l % 50; 000 km).
From the relation A(l) given by equation (3) we can write down the inversion l(A) and the derivative dl/dA,
and directly obtain with equations (1) and (6) the frequency distribution of flare areas N(A),
For fractal models we find the scaling NðAÞ / A À2:0 , with a ¼ 2:5 and b ¼ 0:5. In the same way we can write down the inverse relation l(w) from equation (2) and its derivative dl/dw,
and obtain with equations (1) and (8) the frequency distribution of widths N(w),
which scales proportional to the length distribution in a nonfractal model (b ¼ 1) but differently in a fractal model, e.g., NðwÞ / w À4 for a ¼ 2:5 and b ¼ 0:5. To estimate the flare volume, either (1) a slab with area A and fixed height h or (2) a cube with area A and height h ¼ A 1=2 has been employed previously. These simplistic geometric approaches, however, do not provide a reasonable scaling law over a large inertial range. Small nanoflares are likely to consist of a single loop, which, characterized by a length l and width w, have a cylindrical volume of A / lw 2 (Fig. 1, left panels) . Virtually all loops are longer than wide, and thus an estimate of their width along the line of sight by h ¼ A 1=2 ¼ lw ð Þ 1=2 substantially overestimates the true average depth h, which is more like h % w, e.g., by a factor of 10 1=2 % 3 for a geometric ratio of l=w ¼ 10. The same discrepancy results for large flares, which generally show a long arcade along a neutral line, being much longer than wide. Approximating the plasma volume of the flare arcade with a halfcylinder with length l and width w, its height is about h % w=2, and thus the simple-minded scaling h ¼ A 1=2 ¼ wl ð Þ 1=2 would overestimate the flare volume by a factor of %(2l/w) 1/2 . Note that the overestimates of small and large flares are off not just by a numerical constant but by a scale-dependent factor l=w ð Þ 1=2 that introduces a systematic bias in every scaling law and frequency distribution that involves a spatial scale. A much better scaling is obtained by relating the height h to the width w of the structure, leading to a volume estimate of A / lw 2 , which is more accurate for single loops as well as for flare loop arcades. A more accurate geometric volume model for single loops was derived in Aschwanden et al. (2000b) , where also the footpoint segments obscured in the chromosphere were subtracted to mimic the emitting volume that is detectable only in the coronal part. The fractal dimension can account for more accurate geometric models to some degree, with the addition of one extra parameter at least. For the sake of simplicity we define the flare volume with a fractal slab model (or cylindric model, within a factor of /4),
Writing down the inversion l(V ) from equation (10) and its derivative dl/dV,
we obtain the frequency distribution of flare volumes N(V ) with equations (1) and (11),
which scales as NðV Þ / V À1:75 for the fractal model a ¼ 2:5 and b ¼ 0:5. It is also useful to express the relation between the volume and area, from equations (10) and (6),
From numerical simulations of avalanches the fractal dimension has been determined to be V ðAÞ % A 1:41 . In the nonfractal model the scaling is simply V ðAÞ / A 1:5 , but in fractal models it can be significantly lower, e.g., V ðAÞ / A 1:33 for b ¼ 0:5.
Temperature Scaling
Nanoflares, believed to be produced by similar magnetic reconnection processes like large flares, are intrinsically dynamic processes. In the rise phase of a (nano)flare, the heating rate dominates over the cooling rate (by thermal conduction and radiative loss), while the inverse is true for the decay phase. Therefore, no energy balance equation can be used in the rise and decay phase. At the peak time of a flare, however, there is an inflection point where the heating rate E H of the flare plasma is balanced by the loss rate due to radiative loss E rad (s) and thermal conduction rF C (s) [where F C (s) is the conductive flux F C ¼ ÀT 5=2 ðdT=dsÞ], i.e., E H ðsÞ þ E rad ðsÞ À rF C ðsÞ ¼ 0. Such an energy balance equation has been used for coronal loops in hydrostatic equilibrium, the so-called RTV scaling law (Rosner, Tucker, & Vaiana 1978 ), but we use it here for the inflection point of a nonequilibrium situation in flares. For one-dimensional flux tubes, which are warranted in a low-plasma such as the solar corona (and probably in most stellar coronae too), the energy balance equation leads to the RTV scaling laws
where T represents the loop top temperature, p the loop pressure, and L the loop half-length. Eliminating the loop pressure p by inserting the energy scaling law equation (15) into the temperature scaling law equation (14), we find a relation between the temperature T and loop length L,
Because these three parameters are independent in the RTV scaling law, we thus expect a statistical relation between the two parameters T and l (where we set the loop half-length L
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proportional to our length scale l),
Writing down the inversion l(T) and its derivative dl/dT,
we obtain with equations (1) and (18) the frequency distribution of flare temperatures, N(T),
which scales as NðTÞ % T À3:6 in our model with a size index of a ¼ 2:5.
Density Scaling
The electron density enters the energy balance equation only in the radiative loss, which is defined by
where Ã(T) is the temperature-dependent radiative loss function. This radiative loss function can be approximated by piecewise power-law functions, where the temperature range of T % 2 40 MK has an approximate function of
according to calculations by J. Raymond, shown in Figure  10 and Appendix A of Rosner et al. (1978) . In the temperature range of 1-2 MK the radiative loss function is almost independent of temperature. At the peak time of the flare, we expect a maximum radiative loss rate of
Although the maximum radiative loss rate E max rad is different in every flare, there is a systematic trend between the density n e and temperature T in flares with the same loss rate. The statistical relation we expect for flares is thus n 2 e ðTÞ / T 2=3 ; n e ðTÞ / T 1=3 :
From the scaling of equation (23) we can write down the inversion T(n e ) and its derivative dT/dn e ,
and obtain the frequency distribution of flare densities N(n e ) with equations (1), (17), and (24),
This is a very steep distribution, i.e., Nðn e Þ / n À8:87 e for a ¼ 2:5, implying a small range of density change between small and large flares. Thus, there is only a weak dependence of the spatial scale for the density, which is, with equations (23) and (17),
The scaling of the electron density with temperature can alternatively be derived from the two RTV scaling laws equations (14) and (15) and by treating the heating rate E H0 as an independent variable, leading to a very similar scaling of n e ðlÞ / l 1=7 . The small difference to equation (26) occurs because the RTV laws were derived by approximating the radiative loss function with a single power law of ÃðTÞ / T À0:5 over the entire temperature range of T % 10 5 10 8 , but we consider the approximation of ÃðTÞ / T À2=3 given by equation (21) in the flare-specific temperature range of T % 2 Â 10 6 2 Â 10 8 more appropriate for statistics of flare events. A useful parameter that is proportional to the observed flux (if the peak temperature of the instrumental response function matches the flare temperature) is the total emission measure M, which scales as a function of the length scale l by, using equations (23), (17), and (10),
Because the emission measure is integrated over the flare area, this parameter can also be measured by nonimaging instruments or in spatially unresolved stellar observations. Inverting the length dependence l(M) and taking the derivative dl/dM,
we obtain the frequency distribution of the total emission measure M(l) with equations (1) and (28),
A typical value is NðMÞ / M 1:63 for a fractal model of a ¼ 2:5 and b ¼ 0:5.
Scaling of Thermal Energies
Having established the scaling between all spatial and physical parameters, we are now in the position to derive the distribution of thermal energies. The thermal energy E, measured at the peak time of the flare, is defined by
Inserting the density scaling n e ðTÞ / T 1=3 given by equation (23), the temperature scaling TðlÞ / l 4=7 given by equation (17), and the volume scaling V ðAÞ / A ð1þ2bÞ=ð1þbÞ given by equation (13), we find the following scaling for the thermal energy E as function of the length scale l:
EðlÞ / n e ðTÞTðlÞV ðlÞ / TðlÞ 4=3 V ðlÞ / l ð37=21þ2bÞ ; ð31Þ which yields EðlÞ / l 2:26 for the fractal model with b ¼ 0:5. The positive scaling of flare parameters with flare size is related to the big-flare syndrome (e.g., Kiplinger 1995) , for which we find n e ðlÞ / l 0:19 , TðlÞ / l 0:57 , and EðlÞ / l 1:76þ2b .
The most interesting part of this exercise is the prediction of the distribution of flare energies, which can now simply be derived from the energy scaling E(l) given by equation (31) and the length distribution N(l) given by equation (1), using the inversion l(E) and its time derivative dl/dE,
We obtain the frequency distribution of flare energies N(E) with equations (1) and (32),
For the fractal model (a ¼ 2:5, b ¼ 0:5) we expect therefore a power-law slope of ¼ 1:543. The power-law slope of the energy distribution depends somewhat on the fractal dimension. We plot the variation of the energy power-law slope on the fractal dimension (b) in Figure 2 . For the size index we observed a typical range of a ¼ 2:5 AE 0:2, giving the statistics of EUV and soft X-ray measurements equal weighting (Table 3) . For the fractal dimension we obtained a range of b ¼ 0:5 AE 0:2 (x 4.2). Taking these two uncertainties into account, we obtain with equation (33) an uncertainty of ¼ 1:54 AE 0:11 for the energy power-law index, or a range of 1:43dd1:65. These values are substantially below the divergence limit at the low-energy limit (Hudson 1991) , i.e., ¼ 2, and thus render every integral of the energy distribu-
dE, to be dominated by the largest flares (at the high-energy cutoff E max ).
All these scaling laws and frequency distributions are valid for complete samples only, in the sense that the sampled parameters extend over several decades and no artificial upper cutoffs are introduced in each parameter. However, observed samples are always subject to flux thresholds and restricted temperature ranges due to the passband of the used wavelength filter. We will address the resulting truncations in parameter space and the modification of incompletely sampled frequency distributions in xx 4 and 5. A summary of the distributions and correlations is listed in Table 1 .
DATA ANALYSIS
We analyze a 40 minute time segment of a data set from the quiet-Sun campaign conducted during 2001 February 24 with SOHO instruments CDS, MDI, EIT, and SUMER, with TRACE, and with Yohkoh. The data were used for a special data analysis workshop. 
TRACE Data Analysis
We concentrate on the first uninterrupted TRACE orbit during 2001 February 24, which yields a cotemporaneous sequence of 31 images in both wavelengths 171 and 195 Å , during the time interval of 09:34-10:15 UT, with a mean cadence of 80 s. The exact times, cadences, and exposure times of these data are given in Table 2 (denoted as data set A). TRACE images have an image size of 512 Â 512 pixels with a pixel size of 1>0. The exposure times of the TRACE 171 and 195 Å images are 23.7 and 27.6 s, respectively. The TRACE pointing of the (center of the) first image at 09:34:41 UT is at (158>6, 269>7) west and north of Sun cen- ter, yielding a field of view located at (À79>9, 414 00 ) in the east-west direction and (13>2, 525>2) in the north-south direction, with respect to Sun center. We calibrated and analyzed the TRACE images with the same procedure described in Aschwanden et al. (2000b) . The data were first calibrated with the standard routine TRACE_PREP and filtered with the option /UNSPIKE to remove single-pixel cosmic-ray hits. The 31 time frames were then coregistered by correcting for solar rotation, and the remaining pointing jitter was taken out by cross-correlation of a subfield encompassing quiet-Sun areas without much time variability. The sequence of 195 Å images was stabilized by the same pointing jitter correction as the 171 Å images.
In addition, for detection and measurement of nanoflares we employed the same numeric code as described in Aschwanden et al. (2000b) . First, the images are rebinned to a lower resolution with macropixels that consist of 4 Â 4 single pixels and thus have a resolution of 4 00 Â 4 00 , or a minimum spatial scale of 4 Â 0:725 Mm ¼ 2:9 Mm. Within each macropixel the local noise level is determined from the standard deviation of the fluxes among the 16 single pixels. Above a flux threshold of greater than 3 , all variable macropixels are then recorded in all time frames. An automated pattern recognition algorithm combines then in each image coherent structures with neighbored pixels that are variable above a level of greater than 3 . Cospatial patterns that peak at the same time (with a tolerance of AE1 time step) are then combined to a flare event. For each flare event the flare area A is determined at the peak time by summing all contiguous variable pixels (which generally form a fractal pattern), and the length l of the structure is determined by fitting an encompassing ellipse to the spatial pattern, where the major axis is measured and defined as length scale l. Examples of so-detected flare areas are shown in Figure 3 (bottom panels), with the flare-encompassing ellipses indicated. We record also the maximum flux F inside the flare pattern and the center position x, y. With this algorithm we detect 1215 events in 171 Å and 1098 events in 195 Å . Besides the greater than 3 flux threshold, there is also a minimum area requirement of A ! 2 macropixels because one single macropixel could be dominated by residuals of single-pixel cosmic-ray hits. This minimum-area requirement sets therefore a lower limit for the length scales of flares (l > 2 Â 2:9 Mm ¼ 5:8 Mm), while the lower limit on widths is 1 macropixel (w > 2:9 Mm). The resulting limits on flare areas are A > 17 Mm 2 and on flare volumes are V > 50 Mm 3 .
We identify a subset with flarelike characteristics by cross-correlating (1) the time profiles in 171 and 195 Å , (2) the time-summed event images, and (3) difference images, using the criterion requiring that each of the three correlation coefficients be greater than 0.5. This automated criterion was established in Aschwanden et al. (2000b) and was found to match a visual flare classification with a success rate of 83%. The requirement of correlated time profiles in 171 and 195 Å mainly reinforces the detection of heated flare plasma, which has a highly correlated cooling curve in the closely adjacent temperature bands of T % 0:7 1:1 MK (171 Å ) and T % 1:0 1:5 MK (195 Å ). The flare selection criterion identified 436 and 380 flarelike events in 171 and 195 Å , respectively. The distribution of peak fluxes F of the 171 and 195 Å flare events is shown in Figure 4 , as well as the corresponding distributions of all detected events (which include flare-unrelated time variabilities, e.g., caused by cool plasma flows in absorption and emission, by loop motions and oscillations, or by wave motions, acoustic, and compressive waves). The distributions in Figure 4 show that the power-law slopes of the flarelike events have a tendency to have a flatter power-law slope (by approximately À0.1), consistent with the findings in Aschwanden et al. (2000b, Fig. 12 ). We also find that the distribution of peak fluxes in the 171 Å wavelength exhibits a (broken-down) double power law, similar to previous findings (Aschwanden et al. 2000b , Fig. 12 ).
YOHKOH SXT Data Analysis
A major advance of this nanoflare study is the extension of the temperature range probed in EUV (T % 1 2 MK) to hotter temperatures seen in soft X-rays (T % 2 4 MK). In order to complement the nanoflare statistics at higher temperatures, we extract from Yohkoh/SXT observations cospatial and cotemporaneous images in the filter that was used with the highest cadence, which was the AlMg filter. During the TRACE orbit of 2001 February 24, 09:34-10:15 UT, we have an almost equispaced time sequence of 12 SXT full-disk images, recorded with equal exposure times of 5.338 s, with an average cadence of %130 s. This sequence starts about 12 minutes after the beginning of the 40 minute TRACE orbit and ends simultaneously, i.e., 09:46-10:14 UT. Thus, the time overlap is 70%, but the probability to catch the flare peaks is e90%.
A Yohkoh/SXT full-disk image near the midpoint of the analyzed time interval is shown in Figure 3 (top left panel), with the TRACE field of view indicated. We calibrate the SXT images with the standard procedure (SXT_PREP.-PRO), coregister the images in time, and remove the remaining spacecraft pointing jitter by cross-correlation of an activity-free subfield. Then we extract a data cube that is Aschwanden et al. 2000b Aschwanden et al. , 2000c exactly cospatial with the TRACE field of view for further analysis, located at (À80 00 , 414 00 ) east-west and (13 00 , 525 00 ) north-south of Sun center. The 512 Â 512 full-disk SXT images have pixel sizes of 4>91. We combine 2 Â 2 single pixels to a macropixel, so that the noise level can be determined from the mean and standard deviation of the four single-pixel flux values in each macropixel. With the same numeric code as used for TRACE data we analyze the time variability of the SXT data cube for greater than 3 flux levels, combine variable pixels to flare areas (with measurement of their area A, length l, and flux F), and track cospatial flare areas as a function of time to assemble them to time-coherent events. The resulting frequency distribution of peak fluxes is shown in Figure 4 (bottom panel), yielding a power-law slope of a F ¼ 1:74 AE 0:08 for the 185 detected events. Because we have no second filter with similar time cadence available from the SXT observations, which could be used to identify flarelike brightenings in different temperatures, we inspect the images and time profiles of each event individually and eliminate nonflare events based on identification of noisy or '' hot '' pixels or other artificial disturbances (e.g., pixel bleeding, temporal spikes). This selection procedure leaves 103 flarelike events, for which we find a power-law slope of a F ¼ 1:52 AE 0:10 for the peak fluxes F (Fig. 4, bottom panel) . The minimum spatial scale is l ! 7:1 Mm (2 macropixels), the minimum width is w ! 3:6 Mm (1 macropixel), and the minimum flare area is A ! 25 Mm (2 macropixels).
DATA MODELING

Parameter Derivation
The observationally measured parameters are the flare area A (i.e., the number of time-variable macropixels at the peak time of the flare), the length scale l (i.e., the longest dis- tance inside the flare area), and the average flux F inside the flare area. The frequency distributions of length scales N(l) and of flare areas N(A) are shown in Figure 5 ( first and second rows), measured separately in each of the three temperature ranges of 171 Å , 195 Å , and SXT/AlMg. From these measured parameters A and l we derive the following parameters according to the theory described in x 2: the equivalence width w given by equation (4),
the flare volume V given by equation (10),
and the emission measure per pixel EM, using the measured flux F (in units of data numbers DN s À1 ) and flux calibration [in units of DN pixel À1 s À1 cm 5 at the peak temperature of the instrumental response function R(T)]. From the emission measure per pixel we derive the electron density n e in an optically thin plasma,
assuming a column depth h that is comparable with the fractal width w, i.e., h % w. The underlying assumption is that the flare volume has an angle-invariant fractal scaling, both perpendicular and parallel to the line of sight. The total emission measure M, integrated over the flare area, is defined by
The temperatures at the peak of the contribution functions are T e ¼ 0:95 MK at TRACE 171 Å , T e ¼ 1:17 MK at 195 Å , and about T e ¼ 2:40 MK for Yohkoh/SXT (see contribution function derived from the AlMg filter in x 4.3). From the parameters n e , T e , and V we can now calculate the thermal energy E,
The resulting frequency distributions of the total emission measure N(M) and thermal energies N(E) are shown in Figure 5 (third and fourth rows). We observe the steepest powerlaw slope of the energy distribution at the coolest temperature in 171 Å , i.e., ¼ 1:86 AE 0:06, somewhat less at the intermediate temperature in 195 Å , i.e., ¼ 1:81 AE 0:10, and the flattest slope at the highest temperature in SXT, i.e., ¼ 1:57 AE 0:05. We will investigate this systematic temperature bias, recently pointed out in Aschwanden & Charbonneau (2002) , in the following sections.
Parameter Correlations
We show scatter plots of correlated key parameters in Figure 6 , showing the correlation of the length l, width w, total emission measure M, and thermal energy E with the flare area A. Linear regression fits between spatial scales and the flare area A clearly show the fractal nature of the flare areas. If the flare areas were nonfractal, the correlation should be l / A 0:5 and w / A 0:5 . Instead, the data show correlations of l / A 0:66AE0:05 and w / A 0:34AE0:05 , if we average the three correlation coefficients obtained in 171 Å , 195 Å , . Interestingly, these scaling relations hold not only for each wavelength separately but also for all data combined from the three temperature ranges (Fig. 7, top panels) . The combined scatter plot, which extends over a larger range of spatial scales, yields a similar scaling, i.e., l / A 0:6 and w / A 0:4 . This result clearly justifies the assumption of fractal scaling made in equation (2). The fractal structure of flaring areas can also be seen in the high-resolution images (see two examples in Fig. 8) .
A scatter plot of the total emission measure M versus the flare area A is shown in Figure 6 , which reflects a correlation of the density with the flare area. The linear regression fits between the total emission measure M and flare area A vary from a M ¼ 1:2 at 171 Å to a M ¼ 1:8 in SXT (Fig. 6, third  row) . The slopes of the regression fits have to be considered with caution because the scatter plot of M versus A is sub- , for a temperature-complete data set. Note that the predictions agree best with the Yohkoh/SXT data, which have no temperature bias. Predictions for the distribution of total emission measures (third row) deviate mainly because the correlation of the electron density with spatial scales is only weak and thus the random scatter of uncorrelated parameters leads to flatter distributions than predicted. The number of events divided by the bin widths is indicated on the y-axis; the total number of events N is indicated in the bottom panels.
ject to a truncation bias due to the flux threshold, which introduces an area-dependent lower cutoff of M ! AF threshold . Combining the data from all three wave bands, we find a slope of MðAÞ / A 1:539 (Fig. 7, bottom left  panel) . This is consistent with the theoretically derived value of MðAÞ / A 1:587 from equations (3) and (27), given the uncertainties of the truncation bias.
In addition, the correlation between the flare energy E and flare area A is subject to a truncation bias due to the area-dependent flux threshold, E ! AF threshold . Consequently, the linear regression fits in the three different wave bands yield differing slopes, from EðAÞ / A 1:254 at 171 Å to EðAÞ / A 1:616 for SXT (Fig. 6, bottom row) .
The synthesized scatter plot shows a value that is dominated by the larger spread of SXT values, despite their smaller number, i.e., EðAÞ / A 1:634 (Fig. 7, bottom right  panel) . The underlying physical relations of correlated parameters can only be determined with accuracy by modeling the truncation biases from complete samples (see x 5).
Temperature Synthesis
The frequency distributions of most measured parameters show clearly a systematic dependence on the temperature, where the power-law slopes tend to be steeper at cooler temperatures and flatter at hotter temperatures. This temperature bias is expected according to our theoretical model because the radiative cooling rate of heated flare plasmas implies a statistical correlation of n e ðTÞ % T 1=3 (eq. [23]) as a result of the temperature dependence of the radiative loss function Ã(T) (eqs. [20] and [21] ). Moreover, the maximum temperature is related to the loop length TðlÞ / l 4=7 (eq.
[17]) according to the energy balance of the RTV law, which couples all spatial parameters (l, w, A, V ) to the temperature. Thus, each parameter has a temperature dependence as derived in our theoretical model in x 2. How can we correct for this?
In Figure 9 we show the instrumental response functions as a function of the temperature. Because we have a fairly accurate idea about the statistical temperature distribution of nanoflares according to our theoretical model, i.e., NðTÞ / T À3:6 (eq.
[19]), we can multiply this distribution with the response functions and obtain a contribution function C(T) that quantifies in which temperature range most nanoflares are seen in each filter,
This contribution function displayed in Figure 9 (bottom panel) shows that the FWHM range of flare subsets detected in each filter is found in the following temperature ranges: 
This is our justification (a posteriori) for the mean temperatures used in the calculation of the thermal energies (eq.
[38]). Because the three temperature ranges do not significantly overlap each other, the three distributions of nanoflares obtained in each filter are complementary to each other. In an attempt to obtain a more complete sample, we may therefore add the parameters from the three data sets together to obtain a temperature-synthesized distribution. We show the synthesized frequency distributions of length scales N(l), flare areas N(A), total emission measures N(M), and thermal energies N(E) in Figure 10 , along with the distributions from each of the three wave bands separately (shown with three different gray scales in Fig. 10 ). This temperature synthesis approach clearly shows that all distributions become flatter and approach a similar power-law slope as the Yohkoh/SXT subset, which dominates the upper part of each distribution. The synthesized frequency distribution of thermal flare energies, NðEÞ / E À1:54AE0:03 (Fig. 10 , bottom right panel), is significantly flatter than those from the narrowband TRACE data sets, in agreement with the theoretically predicted value ¼ 1:54 (eq. [33]) for a completely sampled temperature range, based on a fractal scaling of b ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 2:5.
Correction of Temperature Bias
From comparisons with the temperature-synthesized frequency distributions we learn that statistics obtained from broadband filters, such as Yohkoh/SXT AlMg, are consistent with theoretical models of the full temperature range, while narrowband EUV filters, such as TRACE 171 and 195 Å , yield too steep power-law slopes, as well as too low temperatures for soft X-ray nanoflares. Why do narrowband filters produce a bias in the power-law slope? From flare physics we know that the flare plasma is heated to a maximum temperature and then cools down gradually, so that it peaks in a wavelength filter with a response at a peak temperature T filter when the dropping flare plasma temperature T flare (t) matches the filter temperature T filter (see Fig. 11 ). This cooling delay of the detected flux peak time F(t peak ) has also been demonstrated for nanoflares (Aschwanden et al. 2000c ). We can therefore make the safe assumption that the thermal energy determined at the peak time t ¼ t peak in a narrowband filter corresponds to the filter peak temperature T filter , . The pixel numbers of the SXT image are indicated on the axes. The macropixels with significant variability detected in soft X-rays at the flare peak are indicated with white crosses in the top middle panel. Part of the bright emission pointing in the north direction is due to pixel bleeding during saturation. The time profiles of the integrated flux are shown in the right panels; diamonds mark the time of the SXT images. The TRACE images were chosen nearest in time to the SXT images. Note the low variability in EUV during the strong rise in soft X-rays. The middle column shows difference images between the time of the soft X-ray peak and the minimum in soft X-rays. Black regions mark increased emission. Note also the fractal geometry of the nanoflare structure that is most visible in EUV 171 and 195 Å .
and not to the flare maximum temperature T flare ,
which we seek to determine for a representative statistics of nanoflare energies. Since, moreover, the density drops in response to the cooling flare temperature, n e ðTÞ / T 1=3 (eq.
[23]), according to the energy balance of the RTV law, the detected flare energy is underestimated by a factor
where we assume that the flare volume stays constant during the cooling process. Thus, the flare energy is systematically underestimated for higher flare temperatures T flare > T filter , e.g., by a factor of 2 4=3 ¼ 2:5 for a T ¼ 2:0 MK flare or by a factor of 3 4=3 ¼ 4:3 for a T ¼ 3:0 MK flare, if detected with a 171 Å filter (with T filter ¼ 1:0 MK). Because the underestimation depends on the temperature, which is statistically correlated with the flare energy, this temperature bias produces a systematically steeper slope in frequency distributions of flare energies obtained with narrowband filters. We can calculate the expected distribution from the relation of the detected thermal energy E filter on the spatial scale l,
where T filter is a constant and does not depend on the flare temperature, opposed to equation (31). With the same calculation steps as in equations (31)- (33) we predict the following distribution of detected flare energies:
which has a value of filter ¼ 1:75 for a fractal model of b ¼ 0:5 and a ¼ 2:5, which is significantly steeper than the slope obtained from the full temperature range, ¼ 1:543 (eq.
[33]). One can mathematically prove by comparing equations (33) and (47) that the power-law slope from the filter is always steeper, filter > , for > 1. 
No. 2, 2002 NANOFLARE STATISTICS FROM FIRST PRINCIPLES
A first-order correction of the temperature bias can simply be applied from the relations above. Let us assume an established value of the fractal dimension of order b % 0:5. If an observer measures the distribution NðAÞ / A À of flare areas A with a power-law slope of c (which can be assumed according to our model to be % 2:0 in the absence of other information), then from our fractal model ¼ ða þ bÞ=ð1 þ bÞ (eq.
[7]) the following power-law index for the length scale distribution is obtained, NðlÞ / l Àa (eq. [1]):
Now, with the knowledge of our basic two variables a and b we can directly calculate the corrected energy slope from a narrowband filter value filter , using the relations of equations (33) and (48),
With this simple correction procedure we calculate the corrected power-law slopes for all values filter obtained with narrowband filters, i.e., from TRACE or SOHO/EIT 171 and 195 Å filters listed in Table 3 for values obtained in this study (data set A), from a former TRACE study (data set B), and from other studies (Benz & Krucker 2002; Parnell & Jupp 2000) , and find corrected values in the range of ¼ 1:52 1:69, with an average of ¼ 1:58 AE 0:09. This is in remarkable agreement with the theoretically predicted value of ¼ 1:54 AE 0:11 (eq.
[33]), based on a fractal dimension of b ¼ 0:5 AE 0:2 and a ¼ 2:5 AE 0:2, given the incomplete information we have from literature-cited values. This temperature bias correction is not needed for broadband filters such as Yohkoh/SXT because their temperature sensitivity is increasing with higher temperatures, and therefore they do not miss the flare peak temperature.
Discussion of Methodical Uncertainties
We have developed a simple model of frequency distributions in terms of pure power-law functions. We caution that such a model represents only a first-order approximation to real-world data, which can be refined once significant deviations from strict power laws are established from observations in the future. For instance, the frequency distributions of fluxes in the temperature-limited samples observed at 171 and 195 Å show deviations from a single power law in the upper flux range (Fig. 4) that could be characterized by a broken power law (see also Fig. 12 in Aschwanden et al. 2000b) , by an exponential rollover (Kadanoff et al. 1989; Lu et al. 1993; Charbonneau et al. 2001) , or by Pearson distributions (Podladchikova et al. 2002) . Deviations from pure power laws can also be seen in our synthesized frequency distributions (Figs. 10 and 14) , which seem to be caused by incomplete temperature sampling, as the simulations demonstrate (Fig. 12) .
In particular, the assumption that a power-law function can be applied to the frequency distribution of temperatures, NðTÞ / T À T , is probably the most revolutionary step in our treatment. This assumption is in marked contrast to earlier work of nanoflares, where the temperature range was restricted (e.g., Td1:3 1:7 MK, Krucker et al. 1997; . The restricted temperature range found in observed filter ratio temperatures was interpreted as an instrumental side effect of narrowband EUV filters (Aschwanden & Charbonneau 2002) , while a larger temperature range was postulated for a complete sample of nanoflare events. Indeed, we find a significant number of hotter nanoflares in the T ¼ 1:8 4:0 MK sensitivity range of the SXT AlMg filter, but we cannot determine a filter ratio temperature as a result of the lack of observations in simultaneous second filters. However, the application of the energy balance equation in the framework of the RTV model predicts an approximate power-law distribution of temperatures, NðTÞ / T Àð7aÀ3Þ=4 (eq. [19] ), which covers the observed temperature range of nonflaring soft X-ray loops (e.g., T ¼ 2:0 9:8 MK, Porter & Klimchuk 1995; T ¼ 3:5 6:0 MK, Kano & Tsuneta 1995) and transient brightenings in active regions (e.g., T ¼ 4:0 8:0 MK, Shimizu 1997). The postulated distribution N(T) together with the observed length scale distribution NðlÞ % l À2:5 predicts a correlation TðlÞ % l 4=7 , which is within the uncertainties of the observed scaling TðlÞ % l 1 of a combined (but incomplete and thus truncated) sample of nanoflare loops, nonflaring loops, and flare loops (Fig. 1 in Aschwanden 1999) .
Besides these two basic assumptions, (1) the approximation by strict power laws and (2) the existence of a power law over an extended temperature range, there is also a methodical uncertainty involved in the power-law fitting method. We employ here a straightforward linear regression fit to the logarithmically binned histograms of the frequency distributions (Figs. 4, 5, 10, and 12) . Graphically this appears to yield the best overall fit in a log-log representation because it uses equal weighting for each logarithmic bin. We do not use a weighting by event number per bin because then the power-law fits in these steeply dropping frequency distributions would then always be dominated by the lowest few bins (which contain the largest number of events). A histogram-free determination of the power-law slope (also called '' maximum likelihood ''; Hinkley & Revankar 1977) has been used in the work of Parnell & Jupp (2000) , which makes optimum use of all information on the event statistics (that is partially lost in histograms) but has the drawback of requiring the a priori knowledge of the analytical form of the fitted function (i.e., a pure power-law function). If the observed distributions have a rollover at the lower end (which is often the case as a result of incomplete sampling), the best-fit value of the power-law slope is affected in both methods to some degree. As a numerical test we performed maximum likelihood estimates for all frequency distributions shown in Figures 4, 5 , 10, and 12 and found general agreement with the histogram fits within a few percent. The largest difference was found for distributions with poor sampling, e.g., the power-law slope of the thermal energy of the 103 soft X-ray events was found to be 8% steeper using maximum likelihood. Further methodical uncertainties of frequency distributions, such as event selection, flux thresholds, and time synchronicity, are also discussed in a recent paper by Benz & Krucker (2002) . Systematic errors in the determination of power-law slopes will be studied in more detail in a future study led by C. Parnell.
MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS
So far we have established a self-consistent correction of the temperature bias of narrowband filters (TRACE and EIT 171 and 195 Å ) with two different methods: (1) by an analytical model that calculates the thermal energy E filter based on detection at a filter temperature T filter , instead of at the true flare maximum temperature T flare > T filter (x 4.4); and (2) by an observational method by synthesizing the frequency distributions from each filter (x 4.3). Now, to corroborate these results and to understand the resulting biased and truncated distributions of all physical parameters in more detail, we employ a third method, by performing Monte Carlo simulations that start with input distributions according to our theoretical model and simulate the biased distribution by simulating the instrumental response function and the detection thresholds set in the analysis procedure. This third method is used to try to reproduce the truncation biases of measured parameters more accurately and more conveniently than by analytical means.
Simulation Method
A preliminary Monte Carlo simulation to simulate the temperature bias was conducted in Aschwanden & Charbonneau (2002) . Our method here follows the same basic scheme, except for a few differences. (1) We start with initial distributions of flare areas N(A), instead of length scales N(l). This choice of the initial distribution is expected to be superior because a distribution of flare areas has a fixed cutoff A min set by the detection algorithm, while the distribution of length scales N(l) is subject to an area-dependent cutoff l min (A), which introduces a truncation bias in linear regression fits and frequency distributions. (2) Another difference to the Monte Carlo simulations made in Aschwanden & Charbonneau (2002) is that we employ a simpler fractal volume model V ðlÞ ¼ lw 2 , which is expected to be generally valid for single flux tubes, as well as for flare arcades (Fig. 1) , while the previous model was tailored to a single flux tube with dark loop segments in the chromosphere. (3) The statistical relation between temperature and length scales is now prescribed by the physical model of the RTV law, TðlÞ / l 4=7 ¼ l 0:57 (eq. [17]), which was a free parameter previously [found to be approximately TðlÞ % l 1:0 ]. (4) The statistical relation between density and temperature is also constrained by our physical relation of the radiative loss function to n e ðTÞ / T 1=3 ¼ T 0:33 (eq.
[23]), which was a free parameter previously [found to be approximately n e ðTÞ / T 1:0 ]. (5) We also replace the Gaussian approximation of the instrumental response function by the exact response functions provided by the TRACE and SXT calibrations. Thus, our new Monte Carlo simulation has essentially no free parameters and is more tightly constrained by a physical model.
The physical definition of our Monte Carlo simulation procedure starts with an initial random distribution of values x uniformly distributed in the range of [0, 1], which are then transformed by
to produce a frequency distribution N(A) of flare areas with a power-law index of ,
where the two parameters A 1 and A 2 are directly obtained from the observed distribution N(A), e.g., A 1 ¼ 2 Â 10 17 cm 2 , A 2 ¼ 10 20 cm 2 (Figs. 5 and 10), while the power-law index is theoretically a free parameter, but we use the already inferred value of ¼ 2:0 here (Fig. 10) . Next we simulate a distribution N(l) of length scales that have a statistical relation of lðAÞ / A 1=ð1þbÞ (eq. [6]) but otherwise have a random scatter,
with being a random distribution with a mean of h i ¼ 0 and a standard deviation of = h i ¼ 1. The constant l 0 follows from the observed cross-correlations, l 0 ¼ 0:7 Â 10 8 cm (Fig. 7) , and for the fractal dimension b we use the already inferred value of b ¼ 0:5 (Fig. 7) .
From the simulated A and l values we obtain the widths w with equation (4),
and flare volumes V with equation (10),
Next we simulate a distribution of temperatures that have a statistical relation of TðlÞ / l 4=7 (eq.
[17]) but otherwise have a random scatter,
From the linear regression fits of the observations we find T 0 ¼ 0:5 MK. Similarly, we simulate electron density values that have a statistical relation n e ðTÞ / T 1=3 (eq.
[23]) but otherwise a random scatter, n e ðTÞ ¼ n e0 n e 10 8 cm À3 ð1 þ 0:5Þ
From the linear regression fits of the observations we find Fig. 11 .-Simulation of the flux peak times in different wave bands (bottom panel) from a temperature model that has initially a linear heating phase (t < 50 s), followed by an exponential cooling phase (t > 50 s; top panel). The resulting flux profiles are shown in the bottom panel from convolving the heating function T(t) with the instrumental response functions R(T ) of Yohkoh/SXT/AlMg, TRACE 171 Å , and TRACE 195 Å (bottom panel). The observer sees a peak in the flux profile whenever the temperature coincides with the peak response of the filter. The temperature and thermal energies are therefore underestimated with the TRACE filter when registered at the peak time of the flux. n e0 ¼ 3:0 Â 10 8 cm À3 . Maverick values with w < l 1 , n e < 10 7 cm À3 , and T < 0:5 MK are dropped from the simulations. From these parameters we then calculate the total emission measure M, Mðl; TÞ ¼ To simulate the frequency distributions in each filter, we have to apply a flux threshold for each filter and sample only events above a 3 level F min ,
where A(pixel) is measured in number of pixels here. This threshold produces two crucial biases. First, it selects only events with temperatures in the passband of the filter because the response function drops drastically by orders of 171 (B)........................................................ magnitude outside the primary filter temperature range. Secondly, it introduces an area-dependent truncation bias in the total emission measure M and thermal energy E, which is roughly proportional to the total emission measure. This area-dependent truncation bias scales as M > M min A and E > E min A because the flux threshold is applied to the flux per pixel, which corresponds to the area-averaged flux
This area-dependent truncation can clearly be seen in the measurements presented in Figure  6 .
Simulation Results
We performed a Monte Carlo simulation with no free parameters by estimating all the constants (a, b, A 1 , A 2 , l 0 , T 0 , n e0 ) directly from the observations. From this simulation with fixed parameters we predict the frequency distributions N(l), N(A), N(M), and N(E) and all correlations between every variable pair for four subsets of the data: (1) for 171 Å , (2) for 195 Å , (3) for Yohkoh/SXT, and (4) for the synthesized distributions 171+195+AlMg (by adding all three subsets), which can be compared with the Monte Carlo generated complete distributions (Fig. 12) . We simulated a total of some 12,741 events, which contain about 10 times more events in each wavelength (Fig. 12) than the observed ones (Fig. 10) . The predicted frequency distributions are shown in Figure 12 in the same representation as the observed distributions in Figure 10 . The simulation predicts the powerlaw slopes of the energy distributions in every filter, being 171 ¼ 1:98 AE 0:02 for the 171 Å filter, 195 ¼ 2:15 AE 0:01 for the 195 Å filter, AlMg ¼ 1:53 AE 0:06 for the SXT filter, and synt ¼ 1:44 AE 0:04 for the synthesized distribution, while the value of the full data set without any temperature restriction is ¼ 1:56 AE 0:02, similar to the observed distributions. In Figure 13 (and Table 4 ) the correlations between the key parameters l, w, M, and E versus A are shown, in the same representation as the observed correlations shown in Figure 7 , but without truncation biases. The differences in the linear regression fits mostly originate from the threshold-related truncation biases.
In conclusion, the Monte Carlo simulations (Figs. 12 and 13) fully confirm our model of the temperature bias due to narrowband filters and fully reproduce the observed distributions and correlations (Figs. 7 and 10) within the uncertainties of the power-law fits and linear regression fits. The Table 3 and 4 for various data sets demonstrate that all measured uncorrected observations can be explained with our model and that the corrected distributions of thermal energies all converge in a narrow range of % 1:5 1:6, regardless of the filters used. Thus, we have a self-consistent model that predicts the measurements and agrees with the results from Monte Carlo simulations.
6. DISCUSSION
Fractal Dimension of Flares
Our data clearly reveal a fractal scaling wðlÞ / l b with b % 0:5, opposed to a nonfractal scaling of b ¼ 1, where the widths would be proportional to the lengths, in the statistical mean. The width w defined here has the meaning of an equivalent width w ¼ A=l because we only measured the flare area A and its length scale l (corresponding to the Fig. 12 . Linear regression fits (gray line) match closely the underlying theoretical prediction (dashed line), which confirms that no truncation bias is present in the linear regression fits. The absolute values of the linear regression fits are used to determine the constants n E0 , T 0 , and w 0 in the Monte Carlo simulations, by matching the observed values shown in Fig. 7 . The spread of the simulated data points roughly mimics the observed spread of random parameters (Fig. 7) . major axis of an encompassing ellipse). This flare area A is defined by the number of pixels that cover the generally irregularly shaped flare area at the peak time of the flare (see Figs. 8a and 8b for examples) . The scaling of the flare area A with the length scale l, i.e., AðlÞ / l 1þb ¼ l 1:5 , corresponds therefore to a Haussdorff dimension of D 2 ¼ 1:5 in two dimensions, which is less than the Euclidean dimension of D ¼ 2 in fractal sets. Our three-dimensional model V ðlÞ / l 1þ2b corresponds to a Haussdorff dimension of D 3 ¼ ð1 þ 2bÞ ¼ 2:0 in three dimensions, which is less than the Euclidean dimension of D ¼ 3. However, we emphasize that we measured only the two-dimensional fractal dimension D 2 , while the three-dimensional fractal value D 3 is inferred from our model, based on aspect-invariant symmetry. This is to our knowledge the first observational determination of the fractal dimension of solar flares or nanoflares. From the theoretical side, avalanche models have been simulated in terms of self-organized criticality (SOC) models applied to solar flares, with the finding of a fractal dimension of RA ¼ 1:581 AE 0:038 for two-dimensional lattices McIntosh et al. 2002) . This theoretical value agrees with our observational value D 2 ¼ 1:5 AE 0:2 within the measurement uncertainties. Again, numerical simulations of (sandpile) avalanches do not reflect the plasma physics of solar flares but merely reflect the probability of nearest neighbor interactions in a two-or three-dimensional lattice grid. Fractal dimensions have been quantified for other nonflaring solar phenomena, e.g., a dimension of D 2 ¼ 1:56 AE 0:08 for diffusion of magnetic flux elements on the solar surface (Lawrence 1991; Lawrence & Schrijver 1993) .
What is the theoretical implication of the measurement of a Haussdorff dimension in solar flares? A lot of physical growth processes show fractal dimensions, e.g., neurons from the eyes retina, DNA strands in molecular biology, and diffusion-limited aggregation clusters such as triangular lattices in snow crystals and dendritic growth patterns (see, e.g., Bunde & Havlin 1996) . The fractal dimension is determined by the surface topology of a growing object, which grows with the rate set by the possible number of nearest neighborhood interactions between the surface and the next encompassing surface layer. Crystal growth follows in strict geometric proportions to the surface area of a regular crystal. In fluids and gases, the growth rate is limited by isotropic or anisotropic random diffusion probabilities. If we imagine growth process of a magnetic instability in a solar flare, we probably start with a current sheet above the neutral line, which breaks apart into a filamentary current sheet by the shearing forces of the magnetic tearing mode. As a consequence, magnetic islands are formed in the current sheet (Furth, Killeen, & Rosenbluth 1963) , which itself is separated by X-point reconnections in the filamentary current sheet, and in turn coalesce pairwise to larger magnetic islands. This iterative process of X-point reconnection and coalescence of O-point magnetic islands produces filamentary current sheets (e.g., Schumacher, Kliem, & Seehafer 2000) , similar to the fractal structure of atmospheric lightenings or neurals in the eyes retina. This process of fractal reconnection has recently also been described with an analytical model (Shibata & Tanuma 2001) . A quantitative theory of fractal reconnection is beyond the scope of this paper and is left to future studies for detailed modeling. At this point we just want to emphasize that the fractal dimension determined in flares has a direct link to the topology of magnetic reconnection processes in solar flares. A further complication in the interpretation of observations is the presence of plasma transport processes that follow the initial reconnection processes. Let us say that we can construct a fractal geometry of coalescing islands along a current sheet. In each (spatially intermittent) X-type reconnection point nonthermal particles are accelerated by the involved electric fields, either directly or stochastically, which then propagate to the footpoints of the magnetic field lines that connect with the chromosphere, where they heat up the dense chromospheric plasma, which is then driven back upward into the corona as a result of the chromospheric overpressure. The loops that become filled with heated chromospheric plasma are what we observe as a secondary consequence in soft X-rays at temperatures of 2-40 MK and ultimately in EUV after they have cooled down to 1-2 MK temperatures. Thus, we have to be aware that the fractal dimensions of flares we measure from soft X-ray or EUVemitting plasmas represent secondary or tertiary processes, which might have a diluted (larger) volume filling factor than the fractal dimension of the primary magnetic reconnection process. Interestingly, the flare structures show the most crispy fractal structures in 171 and 195 Å , once they are cooled down to T % 1 2 MK (see Figs. 8a and 8b), even when they are compared with soft X-ray maps of the same spatial resolution.
Temperature Synthesis of Nanoflare Statistics
This study is the first to synthesize nanoflare statistics in narrowband EUV temperatures with hotter soft X-ray temperatures. If we consider the contribution functions in Figure 9 , we see that the combination of the three filters used in this analysis provides a good coverage for the T % 0:7 1:5 MK and T ¼ 1:8 4:0 MK range, but we still have an intervening gap with lower sensitivity at T % 1:5 2:0 MK, as well as high temperatures T > 4 MK. Nevertheless, the more or less complete coverage of the temperature range of T % 0:7 4:0 MK yields much softer distributions of nanoflare energies than derived from narrowband EUV filters alone. We have to be aware that the number of nanoflare events increases only slightly by combining with soft X-ray filters, but little is needed to change the power-law slope of energy distributions at the high-energy tail. Because there is a correlation of the thermal energy with temperature, approximately EðTÞ / T 4=3 V (eq. [31]), the inclusion of higher temperatures conspires with a proportionally higher increase of larger flare energies and thus produces a flatter slope of the power-law slope . Using (1) the determination of soft X-ray and EUV distributions of nanoflare energies, (2) an analytical derivation of the theoretically expected scaling laws for thermal energy and temperature (eq. [31]), and (3) Monte Carlo simulations, we have shown that the inclusion of higher temperature nanoflares in the range of T % 2 4 MK flattens the power-law slope of the energy distribution from about filter % 1:8 2:3 down to % 1:6. The main bias results from the fact that EUV filters measure the temperature of a nanoflare when the flux peaks, which is when the flare plasma cools down until it matches the peak response of the EUV filter (Fig. 11) , and not at the flare peak temperature. This temperature bias is largely avoided for broadband filters that entail the peak temperatures of flares, e.g., the Yohkoh/SXT AlMg filter has an increasing sensitiv-ity in the temperature range of T ¼ 2 5 MK and thus is not subject to this filter bias. Accordingly, previously published statistics made with Yohkoh data (e.g., Shimizu 1995 Shimizu , 1997 report slopes ( % 1:5 1:6) that are consistent with our EUV-corrected values and theoretical models. It is important to understand this temperature bias because it provides a self-consistent explanation for the differences of powerlaw slopes (of nanoflare energy distributions) previously reported in different wavelengths.
Consequences for Coronal Heating
Parker's (1988) hypothesis of coronal heating by numerous undetectable nanoflares is one of the most quoted theories in the context of coronal heating, and support of this hypothesis has been sought by apparent measurements of power-law distributions of nanoflare energies with values of e2 (Krucker & Benz 1998; Parnell & Jupp 2000) . Now, analyzing more complete data sets temperaturewise from combined EUV and soft X-ray filters, we demonstrated that the steep power-law slopes mainly reflect a side effect of narrowband EUV filters, which underestimate the thermal energies of hotter nanoflares above their passband. Our reduction implies a value of % 1:5 1:6 for the power-law slope of thermal energies, corroborated by observations, theoretical models, and Monte Carlo simulations. This value is significantly below the critical limit of ¼ 2 that is needed to have a divergent energy integral at the lower limit (Hudson 1991) . If we integrate the total energy of nanoflares with a power-law slope of % 1:6, the total energy budget is clearly 1-2 orders of magnitude below the requirement of coronal heating (Hudson 1991; Aschwanden 1999; Parnell & Jupp 2000) .
Is there an alternative to save Parker's hypothesis? We have to be aware that Parker's hypothesis does not contain a specific physical model that predicts the observable radiation in soft X-rays and EUV. It is conceivable that a lot of magnetic reconnection occurring at tangential discontinuities of the tangled and braided coronal magnetic field goes undetected. In most classical flare models nonthermal particles are accelerated in every magnetic reconnection process, heating up the chromospheric footpoints in consequence and driving upflows of chromospheric heated plasmas. If we adapt this process (Brown et al. 2000) to the smallest scales of Parker's nanoflares, the interacting field lines may be filled with tenuous hot plasma that is not easily detected at densities of n e d10 8 cm À3 with current soft X-ray instruments. What we can observe are only density structures in excess of n e e10 8 cm À3 . Do such undetected nanoflares exist with significant input for the coronal heating requirement? Those nanoflares we detect seem to occupy only small loops rather than large-scale structures reaching far up into the corona. However, because the radiative loss has a scale height of half the density scale height ( % 23 Mm for 1 MK plasma), most of the heating rate has to be generated in the lowest h % 20 Mm, which has been confirmed from TRACE observations (Aschwanden, Nightingale, & Alexander 2000c; Aschwanden, Schrijver, & Alexander 2001) . Thus, the altitude distribution of coronal nanoflares needs to be clustered in the densest coronal regions of hd20 Mm, where their detectability is inescapable if they meet the coronal heating requirement of %10 5 -10 7 ergs cm 2 s À1 in quiet-Sun and active regions (Withbroe & Noyes 1977) . Since the given energy content of detected nanoflares falls short of this heating requirement by 1-2 orders of magnitude for energies above e10 24 ergs, and since the slopes of the power laws, after correction for temperature bias, appear to all lie significantly below the critical value of ¼ 2, it appears that the nanoflare heating hypothesis is unfeasible.
Quiet-Sun versus Active Regions
A comparison of quiet-Sun nanoflare statistics with active region hard X-ray flares is shown in Figure 14 . It turns out that the soft X-ray nanoflares measured here (or the temperature-synthesized distributions including the EUV nanoflares) have a similar slope ( ¼ 1:54 AE 0:03) as active region transient brightenings ( ¼ 1:55 AE 0:05; Shimizu 1995 Shimizu , 1997 or hard X-ray flares ( ¼ 1:53 AE 0:02; Crosby, Aschwanden, & Dennis 1993) in active regions and thus may reflect the same fractal structure and physical scaling laws. The major difference of quiet-Sun nanoflares is that their high-energy cutoff lies around d10 30 ergs, which corresponds to the thermal energy of soft X-ray bright points, while the energy in active region flares extends about 2 orders of magnitude higher to d10 32 ergs. Since both distributions are scaled to an occurrence frequency per cm 2 , the occurrence rate of quiet-Sun nanoflares is about 100 times more frequent than active region flares of the same energy. Furthermore, the area of the quiet Sun (almost the entire solar surface) is about 100 times larger than the combined area of all active regions on average. If quiet-Sun and active Crosby et al. (1993) ; 171 and 195 refer to this study. The overall slope of the synthesized nanoflare distribution, NðEÞ / E À1:54AE0:03 , is similar to that of transient brightenings and hard X-ray flares. Note that the area of active regions is about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than that of the quiet Sun, which has to be taken into account when comparing the absolute occurrence rate. In addition, the rate of active region phenomena is expected to vary about 2 orders of magnitude during the solar cycle, while the variation of quiet-Sun nanoflares during the solar cycle is not known. region areas would be of equal size, both distributions of nanoflares and hard X-ray flares are expected to coincide according to Figure 14 . Nanoflares, therefore, seem to be equally frequent in both quiet-Sun and active regions, but in quiet regions their high-energy cutoff is lower. On the other side, quiet-Sun nanoflares are much rarer than active region brightenings (Fig. 14) . The main physical difference is that active regions harbor a higher magnetic flux emergence rate and so have a higher magnetic field than quiet-Sun regions and are capable of producing events with larger energies. Nevertheless, our results predicting an identical slope, based on just two free parameters (i.e., the size index of spatial scales and the fractal dimension of flare areas) and on the assumption that the entire distribution can be fitted by a single power-law slope, suggest that energy release processes (e.g., magnetic reconnection) have a similar fractal structure.
CONCLUSIONS
We formulated a theory of frequency distributions and correlations of flarelike processes based on fractal geometry and the physical scaling laws known from the energy balance equation between heating, conductive, and radiative loss (RTV laws), using power-law approximations for the frequency distributions and scaling laws. This theory can be formulated with only two free parameters, i.e., the fractal dimension D of the flare plasma and the size index a of the length distribution. For a Haussdorff dimension of D ¼ 1:5 AE 0:2 and a size index of a ¼ 0:5 AE 0:2, which are found to be most consistent with the observations, our theory predicts a power-law slope of ¼ 1:54 AE 0:11 for the frequency distribution of thermal energies. This value represents a theoretical prediction that has no free parameters, once the fractal dimension D and size index a have been determined from observations.
We conducted an analysis of nanoflare statistics from data analysis of EUV images and simultaneous soft X-ray images in a quiet-Sun area and found power-law slopes of % 1:8 2:0 for EUV data and % 1:5 1:6 for soft X-ray data. This discrepancy can be explained by the temperature bias of narrowband EUV filters, which underestimate the thermal energy of nanoflares because it is measured when the EUV flux peaks at a time when the nanoflare is cooled down to the peak temperature of the response function of the EUV filter. We correct for this temperature bias with three different methods-analytically, by synthesis of observed wave bands, and by Monte Carlo simulationsand find in all cases a reconciled value of % 1:5 1:6 for the power-law slope of corrected nanoflare energies, consistent with the theoretical model.
Since the power-law slope of nanoflare energies is now consistently established to a value of % 1:5 1:6 in all wavelengths, the total energy contained in nanoflares integrated over the entire distribution does not diverge at the lowest energies and lies significantly below the requirement for coronal heating. We thus conclude that the detected nanoflares in EUV and soft X-rays cannot account for coronal heating as a major energy source, and therefore theories based on nanoflare heating such as Parker's hypothesis have to be considered as insignificant energy contributors.
Comparing the nanoflare statistics in quiet-Sun areas with statistics of brightenings and flares in active regions and using power-law approximations, we find the same power-law slope of % 1:54 for all, consistent with our theoretical model. There are, however, two major differences between the different phenomena: (1) nanoflares in quietSun areas have an upper energy cutoff around Ed10 30 ergs, while flares extend up to Ed10 32 ergs; and (2) the occurrence rate per time and normalized to the total solar surface area is about 100 times smaller for active region flares, which reflects the factor that active regions make up only about 1% of the total quiet-Sun area. There are also variations of the occurrence rate during the solar cycle, which explains some differences in the absolute occurrence rate of these phenomena. However, the equality of the power-law slope for both quiet-Sun nanoflares and active region flares suggests a similar fractal geometry for both processes.
